
 

 

Russia 
Our topic for the half-term leading up to Easter 

will be ‘From Russia with Love’.  We will be 

exploring our own locality and comparing it to 

Russia. 

We will continue to send homework each week.  

If you would like to go beyond this and help your 

child at home, please consider some of these 

activities. I would love to see the results of any 

work! 

Maths 

 Practise all times tables – the 

children should know these off by 

heart by the end of the year. 

 We are learning about fractions and 

decimals at the moment (and for a 

few weeks after Easter).  The 

children know about ‘numerators’, 

‘denominators’ and ‘improper 

fractions’.  They have practised 

adding and subtracting fractions, 

finding equivalent fractions and 

finding a fraction of a quantity.  

Try practising any of these at home 

with your child.  If in doubt, make it 

visual to help them to understand.  

Fractions of shapes are a good way 

in. 

English 

 We are currently writing non-

chronological reports about animals 

that live in Russia.  The children are 

very enthusiastic about animals!  

Please allow your child to research a 

Russian animal of their choosing. They 

may find facts in books, magazines, on 

the internet or in television shows. 

 Lots of children have already enjoyed 

researching Russia and bringing in 

posters or leaflets of facts about 

Russia.  If children make these, there 

will be a chance to share them with 

the class. 

Art 

 We will be learning about the Russian artist 

Kandinsky during our topic on Russia.  He created his 

art by listening to jazz music and painting what he 

saw.  Try looking at some of his art with your 

children, and try listening to some jazz! 

Science 

 We are doing a one-off science 

week this term in which all the 

classes are investigating ways to 

help a group of Arctic explorers.  In 

year 4, we are investigating about 

sinking and floating and about ice 

melting. 

Geography 

 We are learning map-reading skills on 

all levels – stating with small, local 

maps and building up to atlases.  We 

are learning to find information using 

keys and grids. 

 We are learning about biomes, 

habitats, continents, countries and 

climates. 

 In particular, we are learning about 

the geography of Russia. 


